
Tamils Welcome New US President Donald
Trump and Ask Him to Reverse the Illegal
Sinhalese Settlement in Tamil Homeland
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED
STATES, January 24, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- The letter that sent
by the Tamils for Trump organization to
the new president Donald Trump began
with a congratulation: “We congratulate
you, Mr. President, and wish you the
best.  The responsibilities and challenges
of the presidency make it the biggest job
in the free world.”

“It is time for every American to accept
the election result and embrace Mr.
Trump as president. We all need to help
our president to succeed. When our
president succeeds, we all will succeed
as Americans,” said the Tamil
spokesman.
 
The spokesman for Tamils for Trump
continued by stating that Mr. Trump is a
straight shooter who “will look into Sri
Lanka’s Tamils’ dire situation and act
accordingly without delay. Tamils will
disappear from the island if the US government continues to let the Sri Lankan government rule the
Tamils on the island.
 
“All illegally settled Sinhalese populations must be removed from the Tamil Homeland (northeast of
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Sri Lanka), and returned back to their respective native
places.
 
These illegal Sinhalese must leave because they have taken
control of everything in the Tamil homeland. This brings chaos
and jeopardizes the Tamil culture, resulting in misery and
economic suppression of the Tamil population.
  
The Tamil spokesman continued that “Mr. President has to do
the following without any delay within six months:

1.   Send all illegal Sinhalese settlers out of the Tamil
homeland
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2.   Refer the Sri Lankan war criminals who killed over 145,000 innocent Tamils to the International
Criminal Court
3.   Re-establish our sovereign nation ‘Tamil Eelam’ through a referendum,
 
“1.6 million diaspora Tamils are very concerned and frustrated at what is happening in our homeland.
Tamils in Sri Lanka do not have any voice. Tamils have been locked into an open prison with the Sri
Lankan army.
 
“Also, the Tamil politicians have been corrupted with positions in the Sri Lankan parliament. These
corrupt politicians do not want to give-up their perks and positions to deliver on promises made to
Tamils during the election last year.
 
“It becomes the duty of diaspora, especially those of the US diaspora, to help our Tamil people.”
 
During the last eight years under the Obama administration, Tamils suffered a lot. Tamils ask that
President Trump to not let this continue. Their letter concluded with a reiteration of their request: “We
want you to become actively involve and solve these seven decades long problem. This can be solved
in a few weeks; if you Mr. President use your power that the American people gave you last
November. This can be your first foreign policy success story as the newest president of the United
States of America.”
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